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Abstract— Future humanoid robots are expected to be able
to carry out a wide range of tasks for which they had not
been equipped, or even designed for, much in the same way as
humans are able to discover and learn new abilities. In order
to achieve such desirable capability, they will need to learn how
to take advantage of external environmental elements to help
them perform the tasks for which their own manipulators are
insufficient or inefficient; Tool use, in short, will allow robots
to extend their capabilities beyond the limitations of their own
bodies.
A critical aspect in this problem, crucial for enabling knowledge generalization, is the choice of a proper tool representation.
Ideally, the representation scheme applied should not only
be able to discriminate among different tools, but also to
consider the following aspects: i) different tools afford the same
functionality if the share common geometrical features, ii) the
effect that can be achieved with a tool depends as much on the
action performed as on the way in which it is grasped. On the
following, we introduce two sets of features used for describing
tool’s geometry on 2D and 3D respectively, and evaluate their
performance on a simple affordance scenario.

I NTRODUCTION
A practical approach to tackle the complex nature of tool
use learning is to not consider objects in terms of their label
or category, as is commonplace in most artificial intelligence
or computer vision algorithms, but rather in terms of their
functionality. To that end, roboticists can build upon the
theoretical framework proposed by J.J. Gibson in the late
70’s around the concept of affordances [1]. In its original
formulation, affordances were defined as the potentiality for
action of any element in the environment for a given agent.
This abstract idea was later formalized as the relationship
between an entity in the environment, the possible actions
that a particular agent is capable of performing on it, and
the effect that it generates on such entity or the environment
[2]. Such approach is also in line with a growing body of
evidence from neuroscientific studies which suggests that
primates and humans perceive objects and tools in terms of
their affordances, rather than only their category [3], [4],
and even that context and hand posture modulate tool-object
perception in the brain [5].
Based on this formalization and subsequent refinements,
many authors have proposed diverse working models for
robots to learn the effects of their actions on objects through
interacting with them. This is a fundamental capability of any
cognitive system, as it bridges the sensorimotor interaction
layer (which deals with processing signals coming directly
from sensors and actuators) with high-level layers that can
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reason on symbols. Some of these studies have implemented
affordances as look-up tables [6], [7], Bayesian Networks [8],
[9], [10], [11], or general purpose classifiers coupled with
clustering methods to discover the available affordances’
elements categories [12], [13], [14], [15].
When introducing tools, early approaches to affordance
learning have exploited simplified representations in which
tools were identified using labels (i.e. rake, screwdriver, etc)
[16], [17], [18]. While efficient in contsrained scenarios, this
approach leads to poor generalization performance. More
recently, a few studies have proposed to apply geometrybased functional features to represent the tool, with the aim to
match the tool’s characteristics expressed by such functional
features with its possible affordances. Some of them focused
primarily on how the tool effector could match the object’s
shape to enable a certain functionality [19], [20], while others
focused on the general properties of the tool independently
of the target object [21], [22], [23], [24]. Yet, these studies
apply small sets of broad descriptors (size, length, etc),
which would not be able to discriminate subtler differences
between tools that might actually change their functionality.
Moreover, most studies on tool affordances assume that the
tool is always grasped in a canonical pose (except in [25]),
despite the fact that the way in which a tool is grasped
greatly affects its functionality. The methods proposed below
tackle the need for more descriptive while still generalizable
functional feature sets, which additionally take implicitly into
account the tool grasp when learning its affordances.
M ETHODS
A. Experimental Setup
The experiments were performed using the iCub Humanoid Robot as well as its simulator. On the former, we
gathered affordance data from the interaction with a target
object using four tools, while on the latter seven different
tool models were used. In order to study how different tool
grasps affect the tool’s functionality, the iCub held each tool
with the end-effector oriented in three different directions:
right, front and left. Each of the possible grasp arrangements
of a particular tool in a particular orientation is referred to
as a tool-pose, following the nomenclature used in [25]. The
effect of the tool use was measured as the displacement of
a small cube placed on a table in front of the robot, whose
position was being tracked.
B. Tool-pose based functional features
During these experiments, two different sets of features
were applied to represent the tool-pose being handled by the

Fig. 1. Diagram of the proposed affordance learning and prediction method. Black and red arrow lines represent the flow of information in the training
and prediction phases, respectively.

iCub:
a) The first set was extracted from the normalized 2D
contour of the handled tool; it consisted of 75 geometrical
features based on its general shape (such as area, perimeter,
etc), convex hull, skeleton, moments, angle signature and
transformed domains (wavelet and Fourier). In order to
obtain the contour, first the tool was segmented from the
background using the algorithm described in [26] seeded
with the tooltip position. Then, the segmented blob was
normalized with respect to the angle between the tooltip and
the hand center, and cropped to retain only the end-effector
part of the tool.
b) The second set was extracted from a 3D model of
the handled tool that was either provided (on simulation), or
obtained by the iCub by exploring the object from different perspectives and merging the point-clouds reconstructed
using its stereo-vision capabilities. This set consists of a
concatenation of Oriented Multi Scale Extended Gaussian
Images, which describes the 3D geometry of the tool and
retains information about the orientation of the tool with
respect to the hand reference frame.
C. Action performance and effect measurement
Action was defined as a simple pull action parametrized
by the approach to the target object, i.e., how much on top or
to either side of the target object the end-effector of the tool
was aimed. The effect was in turn defined as the displacement
of the object as a consequence of each action, computed as
the euclidean distance between the 3D location of the target
object before the action and after it. However, instead of
regarding action and effect as independent elements, they
were merged into an action-effect vector, which measured the
effect for all the range of values considered of the approach
parameter.
D. Affordance discovery and self-supervised learning
The action-effect dataset gathered as described above was
analyzed using K-means to discover if the individual actioneffect vectors were distributed into clusters, which would
represent affordance categories, and to observe whether
these might be commonly shared among different tool-poses.
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Subsequently, a SVM classifier was trained by using the
extracted functional features as an input, and the labels provided by the clustering procedure, that is, the corresponding
affordance categories, as the teaching signal.
E. Affordance Prediction and Action Execution
By means of the training process, the model learned the
mapping between the values of the tool-poses’ functional
features and the affordance type they offer, in terms of the
action-effect vector cluster. Thereby, retrieving the prototype
vector of the predicted affordance category from the Kmeans map, the model was able to predict the effect for
each of the possible values of the approach parameter. Thus,
the parameter for which the expected effect was maximum
was chosen and the respective pulling action subsequently
performed. A diagram representing all the steps and dataflow
of the experiment described in this Section can be observed
on Figure 1.
R ESULTS
Two tests were carried out to evaluate the learning and
prediction capabilities of the model with either set of features: For the first test the model was trained with data from
all available tool-poses, and it had to predict the affordance
category of a new example of one of the known tool-poses;
In the second test, the robot had to predict the affordance
category of a handled tool-pose which had been left out of
the training set. Results of both tests when applying both
feature sets can be observed on Table I
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